Of concern are mechanical or electrical waves in a media which may be nonuniform and dissipative. The problem posed is to find conditions for the undistorted propagation of signals. The electrical transmission line is chosen as the general model. Along the length of the transmission line there are four functions which may be prescribed essentially arbitrarily. These are series resistance, series inductance, shunt conductance, and shunt capacitance. A differential equation is derived relating these functions which gives a necessary and sufficient requisite for distortionless transmission of a voltage wave. Various corollaries of this theorem are developed. For instance, it is shown that simultaneous voltage and current waves can be transmitted without distortion if and only if the characteristic impedance of the transmission line is positive at each point.
Abstract.
Of concern are mechanical or electrical waves in a media which may be nonuniform and dissipative. The problem posed is to find conditions for the undistorted propagation of signals. The electrical transmission line is chosen as the general model. Along the length of the transmission line there are four functions which may be prescribed essentially arbitrarily. These are series resistance, series inductance, shunt conductance, and shunt capacitance. A differential equation is derived relating these functions which gives a necessary and sufficient requisite for distortionless transmission of a voltage wave. Various corollaries of this theorem are developed. For instance, it is shown that simultaneous voltage and current waves can be transmitted without distortion if and only if the characteristic impedance of the transmission line is positive at each point.
Introduction.
Distortionless signalling has been of fundamental importance in applied science. In this note we give a fairly general characterization of when this is possible. The simplest case of distortionless signalling arises in the equation of the vibrating string. VXI = u>Vlt , Vx = dV/dx, V, = dV/dt. (1.1) This equation has the general solution V(t, x) = <t>(t -cox) + \//(t + a>x), (1) (2) where <t> and \p arc arbitrary functions. Thus 4>{t -co:r) is a wave traveling to the right with velocity to"1. This solution is of great practical importance because this wave is transmitted to a distant point x without distortion. There is, of course, a delay time T -UX.
The equation for spherical waves in n dimensions is Again it is seen that a wave can be transmitted without distortion but that there is an attenuation inversely proportional to the distance r. It is a very happy circumstance that we live in three-dimensional space because signals can be broadcast without distortion only if n -1 or n = 3. This has been discussed by Courant [1] , Waves can be of mechanical or electrical nature. In this paper we take as a general model the electrical transmission line. The line can be inhomogeneous (nonuniform) and dissipative. An infinitesimal section of such a line is shown in Fig. 1 having series resistance r, series inductance l, shunt conductance a, and shunt capacitance c. Thus applying Ivirchhoff's laws gives the transmission line equation:
Here V (t, x) is the voltage and I(t, x) is the current. We proceed to operate on both sides of (1.5a) with (r + (ld/dt))d/dx. The current is then eliminated by use of (1.5b). This Here the function / is termed the attenuation and the function t is termed the delay time.
Of course / and r are to be independent of <t>. Also, /(0) = 1 and r(0) = 0. Heaviside [2] originated the concept of distortionless transmission in a dissipative line. He proved that the condition for no distortion is rc -gl = 0, (1.8) provided r, c, g and I are constant. Thus Heaviside solved the problem for a homogeneous line. An exponential line has the parameters r, c, g, and I tapering exponentially. Recently Ghosh [3] has shown that the exponential line is distortionless if the tapering is suitably chosen. Our goal is to characterize the general distortionless line. The above examples will then be special cases of our characterization.
In what follows it is assumed that I > 0 and c > 0 for basic physical reasons. However, we do allow the idealizations r = 0 and () -0. Furthermore, any attenuation function is assumed to be non-zero. Thus we are permitted to divide by I, c, and f = (l/c)l/2, and any attenuation function. Initially only waves traveling in the positive x direction are considered. Thus r(.x) > 0 for x > 0. This requires that the general line of finite length be terminated in the characteristic impedance Z in order to eliminate any reflections from the end at x = L.
The functions r, I, c, and g are assumed continuously differentiate throughout the paper.
We begin by treating the important special case of transmission lines whose characteristic impedance is purely resistive (Sec. 2). This means that Z = V/I is a function only of x. The necessary and sufficient condition (Sec. 3) for a line to be resistive is that f = (l/c)w2 solve the Riccati differential equation r = y? -r (1.9)
where a prime denotes d/dx. It is then found that any resistive line is distortionless and the delay time t(x) satisfies r' = ilcY'2.
(1..10)
For plane waves in a vacuum it is well known that the electric and magnetic energy densities are equal. This equipartition property is shown to hold for signals on a transmission line provided the characteristic impedance is positive.
If the characteristic impedance is not resistive than it is found that the ratio r/l must be constant if the line is to be distortionless (Sec. 4). Moreover, another Riccati differential equation, analogous to (1.9), must be satisfied.
In Sec. 7 the question of return signals is treated. Conditions are found which insure that distortionless signals can be transmitted to the left as well as to the right.
A great deal of study has been given to inhomogencous lines by many authors. Some selected references relating to impedance transformation, filtering, signal dispersion and acoustics are given [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Lines with voltage and current both distortionless.
Consider the interesting special case when the transmission line is distortionless and when the ratio of voltage to current at any point of the line is a function only of x and not of t. This means that in addition to
we have
for some function h(x). Substitution of (2.1) into (1.5) gives -j'<p + fr'4>t ~ rh<t> lk<t>,t (2.2a)
There is 110 correlation between <f> and </>, , so (2.1a) and (2.1b) hold iff 3. Inductance, capacitance, and impedance of a line. There are standard procedures from potential theory for calculation of c, the capacitance per unit length of a transmission line. Also there are standard procedures from potential theory for calculating I, the inductance per unit length. For parallel wires in a vacuum this well-known calculation gives that l/(Zc)1/2 is equal to the velocity of light. Likewise for a coaxial cable, l/(Zc)1/2 is the velocity of light. The question then arises whether or not Ic is a constant independent of tHe cross-section of the transmission line. In previous papers [9, 10] , it was shown by use of Rayleigh's reciprocal theorem that in a vacuum Ic is an invariant. No use of Maxwell's theory was made to establish this fact.
By inserting dielectric material between the conductors of the transmission line it is possible to increase c. By inserting magnetically permeable material it is possible to increase I. In such ways it is possible to have Ic be an arbritary function along the line subject to the restriction 0 < l/(lc)U2 < velocity of light.
The upper bound here would follow from the special theory of relativity.
Let us seek solutions of the transmission line equations which are sinusoidal in time,
Here s = 2iriv and v is the frequency. Then Eqs. (1.5a) and (1.5b) become -dq/dx = (r + ls)p, (3.2a)
-dp/dx = (g + cs)q. Subtract r times (4.9) from (4.14) to obtain (4.10). Thus from (4.25), (3.3), and (4.11) relation (4.21) is obtained. This completes the proof. 5 . Equipartion of electric and magnetic energy. For the classical wave equation it is known that there is a tendency for the potential energy and the kinetic energy to become equal as time goes on. In odd-dimensional space this equipartition tendency is stronger and the following property holds. If initially a wave has finite support then after a sufficient time has elapsed the potential energy equals the kinetic energy and remains equal for all later times [11] , We wish to point out a related equipartition of energy property for the transmission line. As usual, electric field energy is to be interpreted as potential energy and magnetic field energy is to be interpreted as kinetic energy.
Theorem 5.1. If a line has a positive characteristic impedance function then the electric energy density and the magnetic energy density of a signal are equal.
Proof. Of course the electric energy density is c(x)V2(t, x)/2 and the magnetic energy density is l(x)I2(t. x)/2. Because of Corollary 3.1 we know that Theorem 2.1 applies. Thus V = fI so cV2 = cf2/2 = c(l/c)I2 = II2.
6. Return signals.
Up to this point we have been concerned only with transmission of signals to the right. Now we treat transmission lines which permit distortionless signalling both to the right and to the left. First it is convenient to restate Theorem 4.1 as H' = H2 + (l'/l)H, (6.11) (r/iy = o, (6.12) (g/c)' = 0. (6.13)
Proof. Relations (6.11) and (6.12) insure that the line is right-distortionless.
Relations (6.12) and (6.13) insure that relation (6.10) holds. But (6.10) implies (6.9), which implies (6.7). It is now evident that the conditions (6.4) and (6.5) of Theorem 6.2 hold and so the line is left-distortionless. Several examples of distortionless lines will be discussed and results summarized in Table I . We begin the illustrations by discussing a line whose voltage propagation is analogous to the solution of the three-dimensional spherical wave equation discussed in Sec. 
